ANNEXURE G

Supplementary Information

Affidavit from the Project's Architect and Project Manager
Compliance Notice in terms of Section 31 L of the National Environmental Management Act: Alleged contravention of NEMA Listed Activity 4: Excavation, infilling or moving of soil or rock from an instream dam, river, floodplain or wetland

To whom it may concern,

I, Harry van de Bank, of HP Design Consultancy hereby state under oath, that during the construction on the Old Mac Daddy Development, between the 15th December 2009 to 31st May 2010, on the Remainder Jan Niemands Bosch Farm No 465, that no soil or rock was excavated, moved or infilled from any in-stream dam, wetland or river, as alleged. The methodology we employed to construct the deck, utilized 125mm treated gum poles set in concrete in partially filled drums to provide the necessary support anchors for the wooden deck.

Yours truly,

Signed in the presence of a Commissioner of Oaths on 17th day of August, 2010

[Signature]
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